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Music  

Transition to A level Music 

 

I am delighted that you have chosen A level Music. You will find the programme creative, stimulating 
and rewarding. In preparation for starting the course I have suggested several activities you should focus 
on throughout the summer. 

 

Performance 

PRACTICE as much as you can throughout the summer holiday 
on your solo instrument. Build skills and techniques. Aim to do some 
practice every day. 

LISTEN to versions of the solos you are working on. Think about 
what the performer is doing. What techniques are they using? Try to copy 
the technique. 
Come to Sixth Form with three-four new pieces ready at performance 
standard. 

Theory Through TEAMS I will send you a file with various tasks for completion with 
a one-week turnaround. 

Area of Study 2: 
Popular Song: Blues, 
Jazz, Swing and Big 
Band 

LISTEN to Ella Fitzgerald singing: 
‘Anything Goes’ 
‘Too Darn Hot’ 
‘Let’s Do It’ 
‘Every time we say goodbye’.  

RESEARCH the background of Ella Fitzgerald as a person 
and as a singer.  

RESEARCH the songs. Who composed them? What musical 
features are evident in them? Which other performers have covered these 
songs? Comment on the similarities and differences of each cover version. 
START: to build a profile of the singer and the songs. 

Area of Study 2: 
Popular Song: Blues, 
Jazz, Swing and Big 
Band 
 

Aim to answer each question on a single 
page. Please type your responses. 

1. How would you assess Sammy Davis Jnr’s qualities as a singer? 
2. Comment on the effectiveness of the arrangement and 

accompaniment in Davis’s performance of ‘What kind of Fool am I’? 



3. Listen to another version of ‘Mr Bojangles’ and compare it with the 
version recorded by Sammy Davis Jnr. 

4. Explain the challenges for an African American singer in developing a 
career in recording, radio, and television during the mid-20th 
century. 
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